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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  potential  effect  of  human  exposure  to carbonaceous  nanomaterials  (e.g.,  fullerenes  or  their  deriva-
tives)  in  the  environment  has  become  a concern.  In  the  current  study,  we  report  the  interaction  of  one
water-soluble  fullerene  with  bovine  serum  albumin  using  spectroscopic  and  electrochemical  methods
under  aqueous  solutions.  The  novel  supramolecular  inclusion  complex  of  the  water-soluble  fullerene
(ˇ-CD)2/C60 was  synthesized  and  characterized.  In the  mechanism  discussed,  the  spectroscopic  methods
such  as  fluorescence  quenching  and  ultraviolet–visible  absorption,  proved  that  the  fluorescence  quench-
ing of  BSA  by  (ˇ-CD)2/C60 was  the  result  of  the  formation  of  (ˇ-CD)2/C60–BSA  complex  and  that  the
mechanism  of quenching  might  be  a static  quenching  procedure.  The  binding  constants  Ka,  the num-
ber  of  binding  sites  n, and  the  corresponding  thermodynamic  parameters  �G,  �H,  and  �S  at  different
temperatures  were  calculated  through  fluorescence  spectroscopy,  then  as an  auxiliary  method,  the  elec-
trochemical  impedance  spectroscopy  (EIS)  experiments  confirmed  this  conclusion.  The  results  indicated
that the  electrostatic  interactions  play  a major  role  in  (ˇ-CD)2/C60–BSA  association.  The  circular  dichroism
spectra  show  the  conformation  change  of  the  effect  of  (ˇ-CD)2/C60 on  the  conformation  of  BSA,  which

was  confirmed  by  the  results  of the three-dimensional  fluorescence  spectra.  Site  marker  competitive
experiments  indicate  that  the  binding  of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 to BSA  primarily  took  place  in  site  I. The distance
r  between  donor  (BSA)  and  acceptor  ((ˇ-CD)2/C60) was  obtained  according  to  fluorescence  resonance
energy  transfer  (FRET).  This work  aims  to demonstrate  the  mechanisms  of the  formation  of the  complex
between  water-soluble  fullerene  and  protein  under  physiological  conditions,  as  well as  the  remediation

ted  b
for  the  possible  unwarran

. Introduction

There is growing concern about the use of nanomaterials in
he field of life science and biological applications, medicines
nd cosmetic ingredients, notably human exposure to carbona-
eous nanomaterials (e.g., fullerenes) in the environment [1].
anomaterials are a very important basis for the future social devel-
pment, and many new breakthroughs in the areas of science and
echnology urgently need the support of the nanomaterials and

anotechnology. C60, one of the most promising nanomaterials, has
een called a “radical sponge” [2] because of its extremely highly
eactivity to radical species applicable in enzyme inhibition, antivi-
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iological  effects  of  water-soluble  fullerene.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

ral activity, DNA cleavage, photodynamic therapy, electron transfer,
etc. [3,4]. Scientists who engaged in fullerene research decades
ago have made considerable progress. Generally, these works can
be summarized as follows: (1) research on chemical properties of
fullerenes, development of new chemical reactions and summary of
the reaction rules; (2) modification of fullerene, in which by using
fullerene as a platform and connecting it to groups with special
functions, scientists have changed the electrical, optical, and mag-
netic properties of fullerene; and (3) increasing the water solubility
of fullerenes to use their properties of anti-cancer and sterilization.
In recent years, more and more research have focused on the per-
formance of fullerene in biomedical applications, such as Friedman
et al. [5],  Nakamura and Isobe [6],  Chiang et al. [7],  among others.

However, their poor water solubility of fullerene has limited
these biological applications. Recently, the water-soluble fullerenes

have been obtained either by the non-covalent encapsulation of
fullerene molecules in soluble polymeric or host molecules, or
the reliance on covalent functionalization with hydrophilic groups
by chemical modification [8]. As a common host molecule in the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2011.11.009
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
mailto:yiliuchem@whu.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2011.11.009
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nclusion reaction, cyclodextrin (CD) is the amylase produced by
acillus cyclodextrin glycosyltransferase produced under the gen-
ral term for a series of cyclic oligosaccharides. In the role of the
yclodextrin glycosyltransferase, CD constitutes a number of �-
,4-glycosidic bonds linked end to end generated by starch (mainly
mylopectin) and usually contains 6–12 d-pyranose glucose units
9].  As the outer edge of the CD (rim) is hydrophilic and the cav-
ty is hydrophobic, it has well-defined chemical structures with

any sites for chemical modification or conjugation, which can
rovided a hydrophobic binding site as a main host for all appro-
riate guest. In this work, we successfully synthesized an excellent
ater-soluble fullerene derivative using CD.

As one of the most common and abundant carrier proteins,
ovine serum albumin (BSA) has been widely applied in biology,
hysics, chemistry, medicinal chemistry, and computational chem-

stry studies, among others. As reported in [10,11], the distribution
nd metabolism of many biologically active compounds in the body
re correlated with their affinity to serum albumin, and serum
lbumins are also found in tissues and body secretions through-
ut the body. Moreover, the extravascular protein comprises 60%
f the total albumin [12]. Resent research reveals that various
rugs can be significantly affected as a result of their binding to
erum albumins in the circulatory system and that their interac-
ions usually affect the secondary and tertiary structure of albumin.
owever, these drugs are often selected as small organic molecules,
r low molecular weight dyes, and their ligands or derivatives, but
anomaterials are rarely selected, including carbonaceous mate-
ials. To this end, studying the interaction of nanomaterials with
erum albumin is important. As the interactions between natural
olecules and native proteins remain largely unexplored, as the

reat homologous protein of human serum albumins [10–12],  BSA
as been used widely as a model protein and has no exception in
he current work.

The growing interest in fullerenes provides a compelling rea-
on to investigate their interaction with proteins. Resent research
ave proved their interaction, such as the cholesterol modi-
ed fullerene/�-cyclodextrin inclusion complex with BSA (HSA
nd DNA) [13], the polyhydroxylated fullerene derivative fullerol
ith BSA, etc. [14], the organophosphate-containing water-soluble
erivative of fullerene with HSA [4],  and the formation of a solu-
le stable complex between pristine fullerene and a native blood
rotein [15], among others. Although there is great interest in the
iological effect of different drugs on protein especially in our group
11], the specific mechanism and conformational behavior of BSA
hanged by (ˇ-CD)2/C60 are poorly understood at present. More-
ver, little work has been conducted to determine the poisonous
nd pharmacology adverse effect of fullerene. In this work, we  first
mploy various experimental methods to detect comprehensively
he influence of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 on the function and conformation
hange of BSA at the molecular level. We  use several spectral meth-
ds to obtain information on the binding mechanisms of to BSA,
uch as quenching rate constant, binding modes, binding constants,
inding number, binding sites, etc. We  hope this study can pro-
ide valuable information to address the growing concern on the
afety and toxicology of water-soluble fullerene derivatives, which
ave special molecular structures under physiological conditions
nd have become fundamental elements of biomedicine in future
esearch.

. Experimental details
.1. Chemicals

BSA (defatted BSA, approx. 99%) and warfarin were obtained
rom Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,  USA); Ibuprofen was  obtained
hotobiology A: Chemistry 228 (2012) 28– 37 29

from Hubei Biocause Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Hubei, China; the
purity no less than 99.7%); crystalline fullerene (C60) powder of
99.9 wt.% purity was purchased from Yongxin Chemical Reagent
Company. BSA was dissolved in Tris–HCl buffer solution with a
purity of no less than 99.5% (0.05 mol  L−1 of Tris, 0.10 mol  L−1 of
NaCl, and pH 7.4 ± 0.1). ˇ-Cyclodextrin, N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF), sodium, naphthalene, iodine, and all other reagents and
solvents used in synthesis and analysis were of analytical reagent
grade and purchased from Sinopharm Group Chemical Reagent
Company Ltd., Shanghai, P.R. China. Water used in all procedures
was  prepared using a Millipore water purification system. Sam-
ple masses were accurately weighted on a microbalance (Sartorius,
ME215S) with a resolution of 0.1 mg.

2.2. Apparatus

The LS-55 spectrofluorophotometer from Perkin-Elmer
equipped with a thermostat bath was  used to measure all of
the fluorescence spectras. The absorption spectra of the synthe-
sized Inclusion Complex and BSA were recorded by a UNICO 4802
UV–vis double-beam spectrophotometer. The CD spectra were
recorded on Cirsular Dichroism Photomultiplier from Applied
Photophysics Limited, UK, using a cylindrical with 0.1 cm path
length. The electrochemical properties studied were based on a
CHI660C electrochemical workstation from Shanghai Chenhua
Instrument Company. For characterizations, element analysis
was  measured on the 1112SERIES elemental analysis system
produced by FLASH Company from Italy. The morphology and
microstructure were observed by a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) with a Hitachi X-650. Infrared spectra were recorded on an
Avatar 360 FT-IR spectrophotometer as KBr pellets. TGA  analyses
were performed in nitrogen with a temperature scanning rate of
10 K/min in a thermal analyzer of the NETZSCH STA 449C system.
The crystal structures of the powers were characterized by X-ray
diffraction analysis using Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer with
Cu K� radiation (� = 1.54056 Å). 13C NMR  spectra were recorded
on mercury 600 MHz  NMR  spectrometer (Varian, Inc.) using the
DMSO-d6 as the solvent.

2.3. Preparation of water soluble fullerene (ˇ-CD)2/C60

The water-soluble derivative of C60, two  equivalents of
ˇ-cyclodextrin-bicapped C60–fullerene inclusion complex ((ˇ-
CD)2/C60) was synthesized by an improved method from Refs.
[16,17] via the primary rim of the ˇ-CD. Briefly, by using N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) as the solvent, a certain amount of
naphthalene (56 mg,  0.44 mmol) and elemental sodium (12 mg,
0.52 mmol) was added into the DMF  solvent by a dry flask under
the nitrogen atmosphere. After stirred for 6 h, sodium cannot be
dissolved completely, and then a darker solution was achieved by
soaking fullerene (30 mg,  0.04 mmol) into the flask with continu-
ous stirring. ˇ-Cyclodextrin (94.6 mg)  was  added into the solution
to package fullerene after 12 h reaction. At last, iodine (17 mg,
0.07 mmol) was used to change the anion fullerene into neutral.

2.4. Fluorescence spectral measurements

All fluorescence spectra were measured on an LS55 fluoropho-
tometer (Perkin-Elmer Co., USA) equipped with a 1.0 cm quartz cell
and a thermostat bath. The widths of the excitation slit and the
emission slit were set to 15 nm and 5.5 nm separately. An excitation
wavelength of 295 nm was  used throughout to minimize the con-

tribution of the tyrosine residues to the emission. BSA solution was
prepared on the basis of its molecular weight of 67,000 and kept in
a refrigerator at 4 ◦C which was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and
dissolved in PBS (pH 7.4) at the concentration of 2 × 10−6 mol  L−1.
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he site-competitive replacement experiments were conducted by
dding (ˇ-CD)2/C60 to the BSA-site marker system..

.5. UV visible absorption spectra and circular dichroism spectra

The UV–visible absorption spectra were measured with a
 cm quartz cell. The wavelength of the spectra was between
00 and 800 nm.  The concentration of BSA and (ˇ-CD)2/C60
ere 2.0 × 10−6 mol  L−1. The CD spectra were recorded on Jasco

J-810-150S) automatic recording spectropolarimeter, using a
ylindrical cuvette with 0.1 cm of path-length under the condi-
ion of pH (7.4 ± 0.1) at 25 ◦C. The concentration of BSA was kept
t 2.0 × 10−6 mol  L−1 and the spectra were recorded from 200 to
40 nm,  and the molar ratio of BSA/[(ˇ-CD)2/C60] was  varied as 0:0,
:1, 1:10, 1:25, 1:40, 1:50. From CD experiment, the content of the
-helix in the secondary structure of BSA was determined and the
ifferential was compared.

.6. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy detection

.6.1. Protein immobilization
The electrochemical analyzers were performed with a three-

lectrode configuration (CH Instruments Model 660C) from
hanghai Chenhua Apparatus Company. The working electrode was

 bare or BSA-modified gold disk electrode (3 mm  in diameter);
 Pt wire and the Ag/AgCl electrode were utilized as counter and
eference electrode, respectively. The BSA was tethered to the Au
urface using the self-assembled method. Firstly, the working elec-
rode was polished on chamois for 15 min  and cleaned in acetone
nd ultrapure water respectively, then dried in nitrogen airflow.
hen a tiny drop (approximately 4–5 × 10−6 L) of BSA solution
2 × 10−6 mol  L−1) was dropped to the bare gold surface. At last,
he electrode was washed by ultrapure water drop by drop several
imes and dried in nitrogen airflow after 18 h without hitting, and
hen the immobilization of BSA tiny layer was fabricated.

.6.2. Electrochemical measurements
The electrolyte used in our experiments is a mixture of

3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6 (5 mM)  and KCl (10 mM)  at pH 7.4. The EIS
ere measured within the frequency range from 0.1 to 10,000 Hz
sing the method of titration. Roughly, in order to ensure the suc-
ess of the modification, firstly the BSA modified Au electrode was
easured in the electrolyte to maintain balance for 15 min. Then

ifferent amount of the (ˇ-CD)2/C60 (1 × 10−3 mol  L−1) in aqueous
olution was added continuously to the system and stirred for 1 min
efore testing to obtained the EIS spectra in Fig. 4(B).

. Results and discussion

.1. Characterizations of (ˇ-CD)2/C60

The schematic of the chemical structure of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 is pre-
ented in Scheme 1. The detailed characterizations of (ˇ-CD)2/C60
an be found in supporting information. According to the elemen-
al analysis (Table S1), the atom ratio of carbon to hydrogen is
bout 1:1, which suggests that combination form of stoichiome-
ry radio of CD:C60 is 2:1 in one inclusion complex. The absorption
t 527 cm−1 can be clearly attributed to C60 and further suggests
he modification is success from FT-IR spectra (Fig. S2)  [18]. 13C

MR  spectrum (Fig. S6)  illustrates that the interaction occurred in

he primary face of CD, not in the secondary face [17], and that the
inding ratio is in accordance with the elemental results combined
ith the TG-DSC (Fig. S3)  analysis [18,19].
Scheme 1. The structure chart of (ˇ-CD)2/C60.

3.2. Interaction mechanism between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA

As we  know, when an electron from a higher energy orbital
returns to a lower orbital, the fluorescence is produced during
the process. The interactions usually result in quenching and
the mechanisms include excited-state reactions, molecular rear-
rangements, energy transfer, ground-state complex formation,
collisional quenching, and so on [20]. Among these, the mecha-
nisms are usually classified as either dynamic quenching or static
quenching which can be distinguished by their differing depen-
dence on temperature and viscosity, or excited-state lifetime.

In order to examine the interactions between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and
BSA were caused whether by (ˇ-CD)2/C60 or ˇ-CD, fluorescence
measurements were performed. In the experiment, the concen-
trations of BSA solution was  stabilized at 2 × 10−6 mol  L−1, and
the concentrations of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and ˇ-CD were varied from 0
to 4.5 × 10−6 mol  L−1 at increments of 0.5 × 10−6 mol L−1. The flu-
orescence spectra of BSA obtained in the presence of increasing
amounts of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and ˇ-CD are shown in Fig. 1(A) and (B).
The addition of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 led to a gradual decrease in the fluores-
cence intensity of BSA, while the ˇ-CD only caused a slight change,
which imply that addition of ˇ-CD cannot change the polarity of
the hydrophobic microenvironment around tryptophan in BSA. To
study the quenching process by (ˇ-CD)2/C60 carefully, fluorescence
tests have been performed at different temperatures. Higher tem-
peratures result in faster diffusion and hence larger amounts of
dynamic quenching. Higher temperatures will typically result in
the dissociation of weakly bound complexes and, hence, smaller
amounts of static quenching [21].

The data are analyzed using the well-known Stern–Volmer
equation [22] (Eq. (1)):

F0

F
= 1 + KSV[Q ] = 1 + kq�0[Q ] (1)

where F0 and F denotes the steady-state fluorescence intensities
in the absence or presence of quencher ((ˇ-CD)2/C60), respectively,
KSV is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant and [Q] is the concen-
tration of the quencher. Hence, Eq. (1) was  applied to determine
KSV by linear regression of a plot of F0/F against [Q]. The calcula-
tion of KSV from Stern–Volmer plots (Table 1) demonstrated the
effect on fluorescence quenching by (ˇ-CD)2/C60 at each tempera-
ture (295, 300, and 305 K) were studied; the result indicates that the
Stern–Volmer quenching constant KSV decreases with increasing
the temperatures (Fig. 2), which means the interactions between
(ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA reaction are initiated by compound formation

rather than by dynamic collision.

The ground-state complex formation frequently results in the
perturbation of the absorption spectrum of the fluorophore, while
the collisional quenching only affects the excited fluorophores, thus
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Table  1
Stern–Volmer quenching constants for the interaction of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 with BSA at
various temperatures.

pH T (K) 10−5KSV (L mol−1) Ra S.D.b

7.4
295 3.662 0.9973 0.043
300 3.552 0.9963 0.049
305 3.220 0.9971 0.039
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a R is the correlation coefficient.
b S.D. is the standard deviation.

ausing no change in the absorption spectra [23]. Thus, the UV–vis
bsorption spectra of BSA, (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and (ˇ-CD)2/C60–BSA sys-
ems are measured to confirm the quenching mechanism (Fig. 3).
n Fig. 3, curve C (the difference in absorption spectra between [(ˇ-
D)2/C60]–BSA and (ˇ-CD)2/C60, namely, the [(ˇ-CD)2/C60]–BSA]
inus (ˇ-CD)2/C60), is obviously different from curve B (the absorp-

ion spectra of BSA only), especially around 230 nm. This result
onfirms that the quenching is mainly a static quenching process
nd is primarily caused by complex formation between (ˇ-CD)2/C60
nd BSA.

EIS experiments are performed using a freshly prepared solution
f electrolyte [in K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6 (5 mM)  and KCl (10 mM)].
omparing the EIS of bare Au electrode (Fig. 4(A)A) and BSA

odified Au electrode (Fig. 4(B)B, the electron transportation

ecome hard due to the successful immobilization of BSA. Fig. 4(B)
hows the results of the corresponding experiment with increasing
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ig. 1. Emission spectra of BSA in the presence of various concentrations
f  (ˇ-CD)2/C60 (A) and ˇ-CD (B) at 300 K. c(BSA) = 2 × 10−6 mol  L−1, c((ˇ-
D)2/C60)/(10−6 mol L−1), c(ˇ-CD)/(10−6 mol  L−1), A–J: from 0.0 to 4.5 at increments
f 0.50. The curve K shows the emission spectrum of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and ˇ-CD only
nder the same condition. The insert corresponds to the Stern–Volmer plot.
hotobiology A: Chemistry 228 (2012) 28– 37 31

concentration of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 in the Au electrode that modified by
BSA (Fig. 4(B)C–K) under the equilibrium interaction condition. The
EIS in Fig. 4(B) reveals a regular increase of Rct value by adding (ˇ-
CD)2/C60 to the electrochemical system continuously, as illustrated
in the trend of the semicircle in the same figure. The total resis-
tance also increases. This trend together with the changes in UV–vis
experiments indicate that the mechanism between the interaction
of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA is mainly a new complex formation process
and not a collision, for the electronic conductive of the electrode
modified by BSA has been obstructed seriously.

For accurate detect the influence of the blocking by adding (ˇ-
CD)2/C60, the affinity constant (KA) was  determined by recording
equilibrium binding to the probe surface at different target con-
centrations C0 through the Langmuir adsorption isotherm [24] (Eq.
(2)):

Rct = (Rct) max  ·c0 · KA

1 + c0 · KA
(2)

a plot of c0/Rct as a function of c0 yields a straight line from which
the affinity constant KA = 2.98 × 105 L mol−1 was deduced as shown
in Fig. 5, and the linear correlation reached to 99.76%. KA is a little
higher than Ka (Table 2). This difference should be attributed to the
nonspecific adsorption in the EIS test, whereas the binding mainly

occurs around the tryptophan residue of BSA in the fluorescence
experiment. In all, this value is generally in agreement with result
from the fluorescence technique within the experimental error.

543210
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Fig. 2. Stern–Volmer plots for the quenching of BSA by (ˇ-CD)2/C60 at different
temperatures.
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Fig. 3. Effect of [(ˇ-CD)2]/C60 on ultraviolet absorption spectra of BSA. c(BSA) = c[(ˇ-
CD)2/C60] = 2 �M (298 K).
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Table  2
Binding constants and relative thermodynamic parameters of BSA–(ˇ-CD)2/C60 interaction at pH 7.4.

pH T (K) 10−5Ka (L mol−1) Ra S.D.b �H (kJ mol−1) �S  (J mol−1 K−1) �G (kJ mol−1) Rc S.D.d

7.4
295 1.920 0.9999 0.019

−20.494 31.768
−29.839

0.9950 0.013300  1.610 0.9998 0.039 −29.791
305 1.264 0.9992 0.109 −29.787

a R is the correlation coefficient for modified Stern–Volmer plots.
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a

antibody-binding site and so on [26]. To elucidate the interaction
b S.D. is the standard deviation for modified Stern–Volmer plots.
c R is the correlation coefficient for van’t Hoff plots.
d S.D. is the standard deviation plots for van’t Hoff.

The fluorescence quenching measurements, and the changes in
V–vis spectras together with the EIS experiments, confirm that

he functionalization between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA follows the
tatic quenching process, which forms a new complex rather than

 dynamic collision. Therefore, the quenching data were analyzed
ccording to the modified Stern–Volmer equation [25] (Eq. (3)):

F0

�F
= F0

F0 − F
= 1

faKa

1
[Q ]

+ 1
fa

(3)

here �F  is the difference in fluorescence intensity between
he absence and presence of quencher at concentration [Q], fa is
he mole fraction of solvent-accessible fluorophore, and Ka is the
ffective quenching constant for the accessible fluorophores. The
ependence of F0/�F on the reciprocal value of the quencher con-

−1 −1
entration [Q] is linear, with slope equal to the value of (fa · Ka) .
he value f −1

a is fixed on the ordinate. The constant Ka is the quo-
ient of the ordinate f −1

a and the slope (fa · Ka)−1. Compared with
he gamma-CD/fullerene with BSA [13], the association constant
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ig. 4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA sys-
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arious volume of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 dropping into the BSA (C–K). The volume of B–K
�L):  0, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110 and 120. c[(ˇ-CD)2/C60] = 1 × 10−3 mol  L−1 in
queous solution.
studied here is higher than that, which can be ascribed to the dif-
ferent synthesis reaction as well as the different methods in data
processing. Fig. 6 displays the modified Stern–Volmer plots. The
corresponding value of Ka at different temperatures is presented
in Table 2. The decreasing trend of Ka with the increasing tem-
peratures is in accordance with KSV’s dependence on temperature
as mentioned above, which coincides with the static quenching
mechanism.

3.3. Type of interaction force

In general, the interaction forces between drugs and protein
may include hydrogen bond, hydrophobic force, van der Waals
forces, electrostatic interactions, and steric contacts within the
between and BSA, the temperature-dependent thermodynamic
parameters were calculated from the van’t Hoff plots. Supposed
that the enthalpy change (�H) does not vary significantly in the
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Table 3
Parameters of the site competitive replacement experiments.

Site marker Ka (105 L mol−1) Ra S.D.b

Blank 1.610 0.9998 0.039
Warfarin 0.696 0.9994 0.110
Ibuprofen 1.337 0.9997 0.079

a R is the correlation coefficient for modified Stern–Volmer plots.
b S.D. is the standard deviation for modified Stern–Volmer plots.
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ig. 7. Plots of van’t Hoff equation of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA at different temperatures,
H  7.4, c(BSA) = 2 �M.

emperature rang studied and that it can be considered constant,
hen both the enthalpy change (�H) and entropy change (�S) can
e evaluated from the van’t Hoff equation (Eq. (4)):

n K = −�H

RT
+ �S

R
(4)

here K is the analogous to the effective quenching constants at the
orresponding temperatures and R is the gas constant. The temper-
tures used in our experiment were 295, 300 and 305 K. From Fig. 7
e can see that the linear relationship between ln K and 1/T  is good.

he enthalpy change (�H) is obtained from the slope of the van’t
off relationship, while the energy change (�G) is then calculated

rom the following relationship (Eq. (5)):

G = �H − T�S  = −RT ln K (5)

The corresponding results were presented in Table 2, while the
alues of �H and �S  obtained of the binding site from the slops
nd ordinates at the origin of fitted lines. The values of �H  and
S are found to be −20.494 kJ mol−1 and 31.768 J mol−1 K−1, which

ndicated that the electrostatic interactions played an major role in
he process of forming the BSA–(ˇ-CD)2/C60 complex. The nega-
ive sign for �G  means that the binding process is spontaneously
riven by enthalpy and entropy together. Moreover, previous stud-

es [27] showed that during the conjugation of nanoparticles with
rotein, other types of forces such as hydrophobic interactions and
oordination binding might work besides electrostatic interactions.

.4. Binding number and binding site on BSA

.4.1. Binding number
Since there is a new formation of complex during the process of

he interaction between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA, the binding number
etween them has also been studied through the following double-

ogarithmic equation [28] (Eq. (6)):

og
(

F0 − F

F

)
= log Kb + n log[Q ] (6)

here F0 and F stands to the fluorescence intensity in the absence
nd presence of quencher at various concentration of [Q] respec-
ively, Kb refers to the binding constant, n is the binding number.
ccording to the equation, the binding number can be obtained

rom the slop of the plot of log[(F − F)/F] vs. log[Q]. Fig. 8 demon-
0
trates that the linear relationship is good and the value of n is close
o 1, which suggests the water-soluble fullerene and BSA have a
trong binding during their interaction process.
3.4.2. Binding site competition experiment
In the site marker competitive experiment, warfarin and ibupro-

fen were used as site marker fluorescence probes for monitoring
site I and site II of BSA respectively. Since (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA
have one binding number, to clarify the specific binding location,
we  used drugs (warfarin and ibuprofen) to bind specifically bind
to a known site or region on BSA. Information about the specific
binding site can be gained by monitoring the changes in the fluo-
rescence of (ˇ-CD)2/C60-bound BSA brought about by site I and site
II markers [29].

The mixture of ibuprofen–BSA or warfarin–BSA was titrated
with (ˇ-CD)2/C60. The fluorescences spectra were recorded upon
excitation at 285 nm,  and the quenching data were analyzed
according to the modified Stern–Volmer equation (Eq. (3)). The cor-
responding results are shown in Table 3, indicating that ibuprofen
has little influence on the binding of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 to BSA, whereas
the binding constant is surprisingly variable in the presence of war-
farin. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the fluorescence spectra of
the BSA–(ˇ-CD)2/C60 system with the ibuprofen and warfarin. The
fluorescence property of the BSA–(ˇ-CD)2/C60 system was almost
the same as in the absence of ibuprofen. In contrast, in Fig. 9(B),
the maximum emission wavelength of BSA has an obvious red shift
(from 351 to 358 nm), and the fluorescence intensity is significantly
higher than that without warfarin. The fluorescence intensity of the
BSA decreased gradually with the addition of (ˇ-CD)2/C60, and the
wavelength emission maximum �max also had a red shift (from 358
to 363 nm). These results indicated that the binding of (ˇ-CD)2/C60
to BSA was  obviously affected by the addition of warfarin. The polar
of the region surrounding the trypyophan site (Try-214) [30] was
also increased. As discussed above, the results and plots demon-
strated that the decrease in probe fluorescence may result from
the competitive displacement of the probe and (ˇ-CD)2/C60 bind
with high affinity to site I (subdomain IIA) of BSA.
log[Q]

Fig. 8. Double-log plots of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 quenching effect on BSA fluorescence at
different temperatures.
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.5. Energy transfer between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and bovine serum
lbumin
Considering the overlap between the emission spectra of BSA
nd the absorption spectrum of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 (Fig. 10), an excitation
nergy transfer mechanism might be assumed and such mecha-
ism is very common. The theory of FRET (Fluorescence Resonant
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ig. 10. The overlap of the fluorescence spectra of BSA (F) and the absorbance spectra
f  (ˇ-CD)2/C60 (A), c(BSA) = c[(ˇ-CD)2/C60] = 2 �M (298 K).
Fig. 11. The CD spectra of [(ˇ-CD)2/C60]–BSA system obtained at room temperature
and  pH 7.4; c(BSA) = 2.0 × 10−6mol L−1; c[(ˇ-CD)2/C60]/(2.0 × 10−6mol  L−1). A–F: 0,
1,  10, 25, 40, 50 respectively.

Energy Transfer) [31] is vividly called “the spectral scale” and is
widely used in biological systems. As the intrinsic fluorescence of
protein is generated by the tryptophan residues, the efficiency of
the energy transfer in biochemistry can be used to evaluate the
distance r between the ligand and the tryptophan residues in the
protein. According to Förster and Sinanoglu’s [32] energy transfer
theory, the efficiency of energy transfer between the donor and
acceptor, E, could be calculated using equation (Eq. (7)):

E = 1 − F

F0
= R6

0

R6
0 + r6

(7)

where F and F0 are the fluorescence intensities of BSA in the pres-
ence and absence of (ˇ-CD)2/C60, r is the distance between donor
and acceptor, and R0 is the critical distance, at which the efficiency
of transfer is 50%. R0 can be calculated by using the following equa-
tion (Eq. (8)):

R6
0 = 8.79 × 10−25K2n−4�J (8)

where K2 is the orientation factor involved the geometry of the
donor–acceptor dipole, n is the refractive index of medium, Ф
stands for the donor’s fluorescence quantum yield, and J expresses
the degree of spectra overlap between the donor’s emission and
the acceptor’s absorption. J is usually calculated by the following
equation (Eq. (9)):

J  =
∫ ∞

0
F(�)ε(�)�4 d�∫ ∞

0
F(�) d�

(9)

where F(�) is the fluorescence intensity of the donor at wavelength
range �, ε(�) is the molar absorption coefficient of the acceptor
at the certain wavelength �. It has been reported that in the bio-
chemistry system, K2 = 2/3, n = 1.36, Ф = 0.15, J can be evaluated
by integrating the overlap spectra in Fig. 11 according to Eq. (7)
while J = 6.366 × 10−15 cm3 L mol−1. Based on these data, we found
R0 = 4.08 nm and r = 1.1R0. Thus, the distance between (ˇ-CD)2/C60
and try residue in BSA is about 4.49 nm The donor–acceptor dis-
tance (0.5R0 < R0 < 1.5R0) [33] and r is in the range of 2–8 nm [34],
indicating that the energy transfer from BSA to (ˇ-CD)2/C60 occurs
with high probability.

3.6. Conformation investigation
3.6.1. Circular dichroism spectroscopy
In order to evaluate the second-structural change in BSA by the

addition of (ˇ-CD)2/C60, we measured the CD spectra, which are
widely used for the determination of the conformational change
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Table  4
Fractions of different secondary structures determined by SELCON3.a

Molar ratio [(ˇ-CD)2/C60)]:[BSA] H(r) (%) H(d) (%) S(r) (%) S(d) (%) Trn Unrd

0:1 42.4 20.1 2.5 2.8 13.0 20.4
1:1  41.0 20.0 2.7 2.8 13.1 20.6

10:1  38.7 19.8 3.2 3.4 14.2 21.0
25:1  34.6 19.8 4.0 4.2 17.2 23.4
40:1  29.1 18.5 4.9 5.4 18.8 25.6
50:1  28.9 18.2 6.1 5.5 18.5 23.8

H -stran

i
w
p
s
s
a
F
c
v

˛

(r), regular ˛-helix; H(d), distorted ˛-helix; S(r), regular ˇ-strand; S(d), distorted ˇ

n proteins and polypeptides in solution. The CD spectra of BSA
ith various concentration of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 in PBS and at room tem-
eratures are shown in Fig. 11,  the contents of different types of
econdary structures were analyzed by the algorithm SELCON3. The
can speed was set as speed of 200 nm/min and the signal was  the
verage of three scans. The concentration of BSA was  fixed at 2 mM.
ar-UV CD spectra of BSA were recorded from 200 to 250 nm.  The
ontents of free and combined BSA were calculated from the MRE

alue at 208 nm using the following equation [35] (Eq. (10)):

-Helix (%) = −MRE208 − 400
33,  000 − 4000

(10)

Fig. 12. Three-dimensional fluorescence spectra of BSA (A) and [(ˇ-CD
d; Trn, turns; Unrd, unordered structure.

where MRE208 is the MRE  value observed at 208 nm,  4000 is the
MRE  of ˇ-form and random coil conformation cross at 208 nm and
33,000 is the MRE  value of a pure ˛-helix at 208 nm. The contents of
˛-helix and ˇ-strand are calculated by using SELCON3. The results
are listed in Table 4.

It is seen that BSA exhibits two  negative bands at 208 nm and
222 nm,  which represent the typical ˛-helix structure of protein.
After the titration of (ˇ-CD)2/C60, the helicity of BSA decreased

significantly and the ˇ-strands, turn, and unordered structure
increased slightly. As known, the secondary structure contents are
related closely to the biological activity of protein, thus a decrease in
˛-helix from 62.5 to 47.1% means the loss of the biological activity of

)2/C60]–BSA complex (B), c(BSA) = c[(ˇ-CD)2/C60] = 2 �M (298 K).
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SA upon interaction with a higher concentration of (ˇ-CD)2/C60,
hich also suggests a structural change that is related to a low
egree of surface coverage [36].

.6.2. Three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy
For further insight into the conformation change in BSA by the

ddition of the water-soluble nanomaterial of fullerene, the three-
imensional fluorescence spectra offers another valuable method
o monitor the changes in the secondary structure of protein and
heir dynamics. Fig. 12(A) and (B) shows the three-dimensional
uorescence spectra of BSA and [(ˇ-CD)2/C60]–BSA, with the
ex = 200–330 nm and �em = 200–500 nm respectively. Two  peak
egions (peak 1 at 285 nm/350 nm and peak 2 at 225 nm/348 nm)
ere observed. Peak 1 shows the spectral characteristics of tryp-

ophan and tyrosine residues, and peak 2 is related to changes the
onformation of the peptide backbone [37]. Fig. 12 shows that both
f fluorescence peaks in the three-dimensional fluorescence spec-
ra of BSA are quenched, and peak 2 is changes greater than peak 1,
ltering the peptide backbone, tryptophan and tyrosine residues
nd the conformations (see also Fig. S7).  Combining the three-
imensional fluorescence quenching and the CD spectra results,
e can conclude that a specific interaction occurs between BSA

nd [(ˇ-CD)2/C60] and (ˇ-CD)2/C60 can be combined with BSA to
hange its conformation.

. Conclusion

In this paper, one water-soluble derivative of fullerene was  syn-
hesized by an improved method through encapsulating, which
as determined by elemental analysis, SEM, IR, TG-DSC, UV–vis,
RD and 13C NMR. The interaction between (ˇ-CD)2/C60 and BSA
as characterized by spectroscopy and electrochemical methods.

he study demonstrates that the interaction between (ˇ-CD)2/C60
nd BSA is mainly the static quenching mechanism. Site marker
ompetitive experiments indicate that the binding of (ˇ-CD)2/C60
o BSA primarily took place in sub-domain IIA. Electrostatic inter-
ctions played an important role in the quenching process, and
he binding process of (ˇ-CD)2/C60 could induce the conformation
hange in BSA. In addition, a �–� stacking interaction could also
lay an important role in binding, as �–� stacking may  be a gen-
ral mode for the interaction of fullerenes and their derivatives
ith proteins [38]. Furthermore, the current study should help the
nderstanding of how water soluble nanomaterials interact with
ative proteins at the molecular level under near physiological
onditions and shed light on the mystery of investigation the appli-
ation potentials of nanomaterials, such as fullerene derivatives, in
iology.
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